It is known that in the Curry-style type-assignment system for simple type-theory there exist two closed lambda-K-terms that are beta-equal but have no types in common. This note extends that result to lambda-I-terms.
Simple type theory for the A-calculus is usually formalised in one of two versions, a typed-term version due to Church or a type-assignment version due to Curry. (The former is outlined in [2, §13A] and the latter is defined in I-2, §15B], system TAa.) A curious feature of the Curry system is that the set Types(M) of types assigned to a term M may change when M is fl-converted; indeed it was proved in a remark in [1, pp. 53-54 ] that (q closed terms P, Q): P =pQ and Types(P) c~ Types(Q) = 0.
(1)
Now (1) causes no problems in practice, for example the programming language ML is a Curry-style system and has (1) but is no less useful for that. But from a semantical viewpoint (1) seems a little untidy, and the question naturally arises as to whether it can be avoided by restricting the system's terms in some way, for example to being M-terms. (That is, terms in which Ax. M is only allowed when x occurs free in M, see [2, Remark 1.36]; the terms P and Q that were found in 1-1] to satisfy (1) were not M-terms.)
However, here we show that (1) holds even for M-terms. Define P =-(Avxyz.v(y(vxz)))l, Q = (Avxyz.vy(x(vz)))l, 
(where a, b, c, d are type-variables). It is easy to check that PT(P) and PT(Q) have no common substitution-instance; this implies that P and Q have no type in common.
The above example also improves on the version of (1) in [1, pp. 53-54] in that P and Q are here given explicitly, whereas in [1] their existence was deduced from the converse principal-type theorem. That theorem said [1, Theorem 3] 
